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ABSTRACT
Shopping is not just a rational act, but also emotional, involving desire and pleasure. Therefore, retailers need to invest in actions, which create customer value, making the purchase an engaging time. The article’s objective is to understand what the shoppers, the role played by a person during the shopping process, value during the purchasing experience. The research used the mean-end chains theory and the laddering technique to identify the formative value elements in a toy store. As a result, it contacted that to create value, the store should offer stimuli to assist children education, a magical and playful atmosphere, a variety that can awaken the child's desire, and foster a sense of a good purchase and the maximization of resources such as time and money. This research increases understanding, from the customer's perspective, of what is valued in a holistic shopping experience.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Retail definitions apparently characterize it as a mere place for product supplying. Moreover, it is a place where value exchanges are performed, objective and subjective ones, in which, on the one hand, the customer receives physical products, services, convenience and several experiences, and on the other hand, it pays with its time, money and energy. For a positive equation, the results shall be equal to or above the expectations. In other words, the benefits obtained upon a purchase must be greater than the sacrifices (costs) involved. A great potential of competitive gain for retailers is the creation of situations and stimuli that increase the perceived benefits of the customer during the purchase act.

The understanding of the customer needs and buying behaviors is an important element for effective decision in retail (LEVY; WEITZ, 2000). According to veludo-de-oliveira and ikeda (2005), the understanding, from the customer's perspective, the meaning of value, allows enrichment, creation and enhancement of strategies in accordance with the variables of which influence it. Woodruff (1997) highlights the internal processes of an organization should have the target to give value aligned to what the customer sees as value. The comprehension of value for the customer should allow retailers to develop strategies of positioning that are more sophisticated, avoiding the creation of value built only based on the strategic stalemate of a low-price policy (COTTET et al., 2006). When retail recognizes the importance of a deep customer comprehension and it works based on that knowledge, the consumer satisfaction increases as well as the performance and success of retail (PUCCINELLI et al., 2009).

As holbrook argues (1996), the value is not just in the purchased product or in the chosen brand or in the owned object, but also in the experience derived from the purchase. It was observed an increased importance given by marketing experts to studies related to the creation of experience into the store (BABIN; ATTAWAY, 2000; BACKSTROM; JOHANSSON, 2006; BALLANTINE; JACK; PARSONS, 2010; DONAVAN et al. 1994; gentile et al., 2007.; KOTLER, 1974; MASSARA; LIU; MELARA, 2010; MCGOLDRICK; PIEROS, 1998). Holbrook (1999, p. 9) explains, "experience has a central role in creating customer value." several authors use with some frequency the connections between experience and value, which are constructs with similarities in their definitions (CHOU, 2009; HOLBROOK, 2006; RAMASWAMY, 2008; SANDSTROM et al., 2008). Some authors use
the experiential value nomenclature (WOODRUFF; WAKENSHOW, 2001), but most of them addresses the effect of experience in building value, in other words, the value created through experience, either of buying, or of consuming. A positive experience generation for the customer can provide the creation of an emotional bond between a company’s brand and its customers and, in consequence, strengthen their loyalty (GENTILLE et al., 2007). According to verhoef et al. (2009), creating a superior customer experience seems to be currently one of the main objectives in the retail environment.

In the study of the customer in retail, it is necessary to understand the shopper. Shopper is the role played by a person in the purchasing process, who chooses where and what to buy, once they decide to go a physical store, online or interact with other shopping channels. The buying behavior is distinct from the consuming behavior, since their motivations, the influence of the environment, the answers and the results obtained through this process are peculiar, and influenced by the conflict of the comparison and choice.

In face of this, the goal of this research is to identify the objective and subjective factors involved in the shopping experience that create value for the shopper in the retail, which is specialized in toys. The toy retail was chosen because it is an interesting scenario for the study, since it works with themed items that meet especially the emotional and fun needs, and can thus provide an engaging and enjoyable shopping experience. It is believed that, in this sector, more than buying the toy (product), it is bought the emotion the product provides to the end user. To identify the formative elements of customer value, we used the model proposed by the means-end chains theory, where there is the mapping of attributes, consequences and personal values. The attributes and consequences (benefits) compose the factors valued by customers, which are motivated by personal values.

The importance of this work is in the understanding from the customer's perspective what it is valued in a complete shopping experience, an aspect that has been highlighted by some authors as a research opportunity. Healy et al. (2007) report that a few researches study how consumers experience the store in a holistic approach. Puccinelli et al. (2009) also point out as an important factor for future research the effect of the fun shopping experience, for desire and pleasure. On the other hand, Cottet et al. (2006) find little study on the influence of the store features about value. Verhoef et al. (2009) conclude that a superior customer experience is gaining increasing attention from retailers, however, there has been a lack of a proportional level of academic research on the subject. On the importance of children's market, Veloso (2008) states that the observation of the choice process of a toy at the point of
sale could bring benefits to the literature. Then, observing the participation of children and their parents / relatives in the choosing of toys and the author complements this type of research could be conducted through the observation method and through interviews with the purchasing responsible, be it a parent or a relative buying a birthday present.

The study is structured with a literature review focusing the study of value from the customer's perspective and the role of shopper and your shopping experience. Then, there is the description of the work methodology, to present, then, the results and analysis of field research. Finally, there is the conclusion followed by the limitations of the study and recommendations for future research.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

The following literature review aimed to present the concept of customer value, the first differentiating itself from other types of value, and then present different approaches proposed by authors. Then, it defines the roles played by the client, and thus it defines the concept of shopper and describe the factors involved in their shopping experience.

a. Value under the customer perspective

The concept of value has been studied in many areas such as marketing, economics, accounting, psychology, sociology, among others. In marketing, value is a concept that participates in various definitions of the matter as a construct that qualifies the exchange process. Ama (2007) defined marketing as an activity, set of institutions and processes to create, communicate, distribute and perform offers exchanges in order to make value for consumers, clients, partners and society as a whole. Marketing is also defined by Kotler and Armostrong (2007) as an administrative and social process by which individuals and organizations get what they need and want through creation and exchange of value. Thus, extracting the essence of the definitions, marketing results as an value exchange. But what exactly is value? The term appears in the literature within quite different contexts (Woodruff, 1997).

In marketing the concept receives influence from different areas of knowledge (Richins, 1994; Veludo-de-Oliveira; Ikeda, 2005). It was in economy that began the studies of value in the context of the exchange. Richins (1994) explains that in the economical context, consumer value is represented by the price it is willing to pay and it originates from utility or satisfaction, which the good provides. The author adds the existence of several reasons to believe the economic value can not fully capture the real value of many...
objects owned by consumers, because not always what have value have economic assets too, which can be sold or exchanged. The value given to many objects, even though they may be exchanged, it may be in emotional context and not in the economic one. Kotler (1972, p. 48), in his article titled the generic concept of marketing, says that the marketing foundation is "[...] Exchange of value between two parts, which the things of value are not necessarily limited to goods, services and money; they also include other features such as time, energy and feelings. " in other words, value is traditionally originated through confrontation between benefits and costs involved, which are not always just monetary. Thereby creating value is to deliver a good balance between the benefits and costs involved in this process.

In the marketing literature, value is analyzed from the exchange context. The term may be used as having a perspective of the company or the customer and may be part of the following concepts: (i) customer equity; (ii) customer value; and (iii) customer's personal values (more linked to the field of psychology approach). These definitions, even with close nomenclatures, have completely different concepts, as can be seen in figure 1.

Among the various approaches to understand the meaning of customer value, the most frequent is the cost-benefit ratio (BYRAMJEE et al., 2010). The definitions presented in literature usually indicate an exchange relation between what is given and what is received, but not always the authors make clear a holistic view of the construction of value (ARORA; SINGER, 2006, p 93.; CHURCHILL; PETTER, 2005, page 13;. WOODRUFF, 1997, p 142;. BUTZ; GOODSTEIN, 1996, page 63;. GALE 1996: XV; HOLBROOK, 1996, page 138;. WOODRUFF; GARDIAL 1996, p. 54; ZEITHAML, 1988 p 14). On the other hand, Shechter...
(1984, cited in ZEITHAML, 1988) proposes that value is not obtained simply by purchasing the product but by a complete shopping experience. In other words, building customer value in retail is the result of objective and subjective factors from the buying trip.

Another definition to be highlighted that is proposed by Woodruff and Gardial (1996), which point out that the value is created when the benefit is delivered. In other words, the products are not the only means to achieve certain goals. The client's goals are also achieved with the delivery of the consequences (benefits) resulting from the full experience lived by it, and not only by the inner characteristics of the purchased product. This relationship can be seen in figure 2.

![Figure 2 - Value as a result of the consequences](image)


An important distinction within the concept of customer value is the understanding of the received value and the desired value. According to Flint and Woodruff (2001), the received value refers to the value the user actually experiences through interaction with a specific product (being a good or service) on the other hand, the desired value refers to what customer wants to receive from this product (good or service) and from who offers it, in many broader ways that only the desired attributes. The desired value is formed by the complete delivery of the product, attributes and consequences, positive or negative, monetary or non-monetary, which the consumer wants it to occur. Flint and Woodruff (2001) argue the desired value changes over time, because from experience in use, clients learn to want to value new attributes with different consequences. They conclude that, from experience in all of these uses, customers learn to want or to value new attributes and vendor consequences.

Holbrook (1996, 1999) defines customer value as a realistic and interactive preferred experience. The author proposes the nature of value is an interrelationship between four dimensions: (i) interaction-relationship between the consumer and the object (product); (ii)
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relativism - comparison between objects, people and in a specific context; (iii) preference – it is related to judgment; and (iv) experience - value is not only within the purchased product, or the chosen brand or owned object, but in the experience it is derived. Moreover, sheth et al (1991a; 1991b) assert value as multifaceted, composed of a variety of forms. These different forms, according to the authors, make a difference of contribution in a situation of choice. Thus, they present five forms of customer value that will guide in the choosing of the market choice behavior. These values are identified by the choices that been made, they are: (i) functional value; (ii) the social value; (iii) emotional value; (iv) epistemic value; and (v) conditional value. In general, it can be concluded that value is something perceived by the customer of both rational and emotional ways, allowing retail to influence its outcome, but not define it objectively. Value creation during purchase can be derived from utilitarian factors, more objective and focused on traditional ways, or hedonic ones, more subjective and focused on an experiential view of consumption.

The model proposed in means-end chains theory has a way to understand the factors involved in creating customer value. That is, a model for the identification of attributes (objective characteristics), consequences (obtained benefits) and personal values (deep motivations) that assist in identifying value creating constructs, from the more objective aspects to the most subjective ones. Value is created through the delivery of benefits (consequences) that help consumers achieve their goals (FLINT, WOODRUFF, 2001). The central aspect of the means-end chains model is that the consumer chooses the actions that produce desired effects searching the minimization of the unintended consequences (GUTMAN, 1982). Gengler and Reynolds (1995) report that consumers translate the attributes of the product in the production of benefits (or consequences), and the benefits are ultimately translated into the consumer in an orientation of direction of the personal values. Within the composition of the chains, there are different levels of abstraction, and these levels form a kind of continuum, moving from the most concrete to the most abstract. These levels form the chains with: attributes (A), consequences / benefits, (C) and personal values (V). Customer value differs from personal values, but the first one is profoundly motivated by the second, thus making it to be interlinked. To think of a more tangible action plan based on what has value for the shopper, the result / benefit is one of the main points of attention. Given the depth of the approach achieved through the means-end chains theory to identify constructs trainers value, it was decided to use it as a theoretical
framework believing that facilitates obtaining more subjective aspects beyond the scope involved at the time of purchase.

b. The shopper and its shopping experience

In the study of the customer in retail, it is necessary to understand the shopper. As shopper is a common word in English language vocabulary, there is a limited literature on its definition. The Longman dictionary (2009) defines shopper as the person who is involved in the activity of buying things in stores. On the other hand, Houaiss (1996), Portuguese to English dictionary, translates shopper as the buyer, the customer. It can be noted in the Portuguese language that the word closest to shopper is buyer, but buyer is a nomenclature generally characteristic of corporate activity business-to-business, often it chooses not to translate this term, so that its essence is maintained. In a statement, Underhill translator (2009, p 3) describes: "[...] The term shopper (the one who is doing the shopping) without equivalent in Portuguese, in this book means more strictly the one who is doing the retail purchase, was kept in the original."

Shopper differs from the consumer. Shopper is the person who walks in the retail environment, it is the one that makes purchases, which it may or may not be the final consumer of the product with the potential to be acquire, while the consumer is the person who has specific needs that drive the consumption of a product or service (LINDQUIST; SIRGY, 2009; ECR EUROPE, 2011). The basic difference between them is that the shopper is responsible for in-store purchase, while the consumer is the product user, and often the shopper is also the consumer. Shankar et al. (2011) describe that consumers play a different role when they are in their role of shopper, i.e., deciding buying and preparing to make choices. They complement the shopper may also not be the consumer, for example, when a woman makes a purchase for her children or husband.

Some authors, in addition to separating the role of consumer and shopper also describes the role of the buyer, this is the case of Chetochine (2000). The author describes the store client can be both shopper and buyer. According to him, the shopper is the client side that is interested in knowing where and what to buy. The buyer, on the other hand, is described as the client that, once inside the store, is involved in the buying problem, product choice, sales promotions, among others, that is, it is submitted to the shopping environment. Lindquist and Sirgy (2009) extend a little more the definition of shopper, describing it as the person seeking information into the shopping environment about the products, in order to prepare itself to make or recommend a choice between options. They argue that they becomes buyer only
when they complete the purchase transaction doing the act of payment, whether for private use, public or to another person. The authors conclude that the shopper is usually the buyer, but not always.

The distinction between client roles is stressed by Sheth et al. (2011), describing a market transaction requires at least three roles played by the customer (i) purchase (ie select) a product; (ii) pay for it; and (iii) use or consume it. Thus, defining the client can be: user / consumer (user), the buyer (buyer) or paying (payer). They describe the user or consumer as the person who actually uses the product or receive the benefits of the service; the paying is the person who finances the purchase; and the buyer is one who participates in getting products in the market. They add that each of these roles can be played by the same person and any one of them makes a person a client (customer). As there is no consensus on the subject, figure 3 contains the definitions adopted by the authors, defining the roles of: shopper, influencer, buyer and consumer.

The purchases occur when the consumer need is sufficient for time and money allocation to generate a trip to a store, or when the consumer needs attention, wants to be with its friends or in contact with people, feel the need to walk or just when you want a leisure time (TAUBER, 1972, p. 48). The same author suggests that the shopping experience can satisfy a need that is not always related to the purchase of a product. This point suggests that many retailers can benefit by defining their business as well as part of social and recreative industry,
also offering social and recreational appeal, since compete also in time and money, with alternatives that are not retail, but can provide benefits like it.

Shoppers arrive at retail with a particular state of mind, and with a mission or purpose. Soars (2009) describes that there are three main types of missions of shoppers, as follows:

Task: the shopper when in a mission, is driven by the need and has a defined path to purchase, it may have inspirations along the way.

Complex shopping: the shopper is more likely to be influenced by the atmosphere and the communication material to aid the process. Involves more complete steps in pre-purchase thus there is more research and discussions for confirmation.

Search / recreation: in this mission, he is actively seeking will inspiration, guidelines are not the priority and there is a big opportunity in providing a seduction atmosphere.

According to the author, few retailers understand the shoppers missions, as well as their mindsets involved in these processes, that is the reason they create confusing environments. It complements each shoppers group has a different set of needs and it responds differently to sensory stimuli and concludes that shoppers are more likely to spend if they feel good about themselves and in relation to shopping environment.

One becomes shopper during the purchase process, and this process can be motivated by a goal or hedonic factors as the ones described below (ARNOLD; REYNOLDS, 2003): (i) adventure: sense of exploration, pleasure, excitement and suspense by what can be found; (ii) social: creates a chance to spend time with friends and family, (iii) gratification: it is a way of relaxing or be excited, to think of other things and to forget the problems of everyday life, make it feel special in acting with a reward; (iv) inspiration: the window generates inspiration, updates on fashion, trends and technology. It is like a hobby; (v) to others: buy for others is more pleasurable, to give a gift and to find something really special that a person likes is like a huge satisfaction and; (vi) opportunity: it is like a game in search of deals and opportunities where the goal is to use the money the best way possible.

Shoppers consciously have a rational reason to make the purchase, but the subconscious emotions play an important role (SOARS, 2009). Shoppers motivated by hedonic factors are called by some authors as recreational shoppers (KALTCHEVA; WEITZ, 2006). Bellenger and korgaonkar (1980) conducted a study that shows the importance of shoppers who seek a recreational nature during their purchasing act, as opposed to shoppers who buy for
convenience or economic factors (also called task-oriented). They are those who dislike or are indifferent to the act of buying and are looking primarily for savings of money or time in retail, since the act of purchase is not a pleasant use of their time. Recreational shoppers take pleasure in the act of purchase and want more than just saving time or money. According to the authors, recreational shoppers are more engaged in unplanned purchases, spend more time shopping, are more likely to keep walking through the shops after making the purchase, and are more interested in finding information. In their study, a panel of 224 respondents, recreational shoppers represented 69% of cases. They are usually women, who use of the act of purchase also as a social interaction activity and they seek for a pleasant shopping atmosphere.

Soars (2003) states that the shoppers who feel smart, inspired and positive are the ones who spend more time in the store and buy more, also driven by the psychology of time perception. He complements the shopping experience and the time savings are as important for a shopper as money is, because when a shopper enjoys a buying trip, it buys what he planned more quickly than anticipated, finding the products easily, so they are positive, and therefore more likely to a greater spending in the retail, as if there is a symbiosis between what they are doing as shoppers and what the environment is doing for him. The challenge is to create an environment that fosters a unique relationship with the store. Retailers must create a focused mind in problem solutions based on complete shopper's needs and not only categories of solutions (SHANKAR, et al., 2011).

Due to the increasing importance of the role of the person in the act of purchase, practitioners and scholars rise to a new concept, which is called shopper marketing. Shopper marketing relates to the use of marketing tools and knowledge of the habits and attitudes of shoppers to create value of trade between the parties involved. Shopper marketing refers to the planning and implementation of all marketing activities that influence shopper, throughout their buying journey, in which the goal is to achieve a win-win a shopper solution, to supplier and to retail (SHANKAR et al., 2011). The authors add that the concept has strategic and tactical differences compared to traditional marketing, since the traditional focuses on consumers and their consumption patterns, while the shopper marketing targets the customer upon purchase.

3 STUDY METHODOLOGY

The research was qualitative, exploratory and descriptive with a mixed approach, with the laddering technique using the means-end chains theory. The technique enabled the
identification of the component elements of the dimensions of value for shoppers and their interrelations. Laddering is a technique used to understand behavior, which has been especially used in marketing to explore personal opinions, actions and beliefs and it is widely recommended in research on value, by means-end theory (VELUDO-DE-OLIVEIRA et al., 2006). Reynolds and gutman (1988) reported that the interviewed should feel like it is in a self-discovery trip, which objective is to revisit the common experiences and examine its premises and wishes to conduct seemingly simple choices.

According to veloso and hildebrand (2013), 9 years old children already have some knowledge of the purchase and consumption acts, but have yet to develop a broader understanding of the same. Therefore, the field research was carried out with 15 shoppers, mothers of children between 2 and 8 years residents of the greater são paulo, in the groups of economic classification b1, a2 or a1 (ABEP, 2009) who visited at least three times a toy retailing in the six months preceding the interview.

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF FIELD RESEARCH

The interviews resulted in 155 ladders, with an average of 10 ladders per interviewed. After obtaining these formative elements of value as the total outcome of the interview, the present study followed the analysis and interpretation technique of the data proposed in laddering, consisted of: (i) construction of the implications matrix summarizing the direct and indirect relations between the different elements; (ii) construction of the hierarchical value map at which it can be seen in a very visual way the priority connections between the forming elements of shopper value to, finally, (iii) identification of the dominant perceptions guidelines determinations, from a calculation to obtain the main chains due to the field research. Through the most significant chains, it was possible to obtain the value meaning representations for the shopper in the toy shopping experience.

The main representations of value to the shopper in the toy shopping experience can be seen in figure 4, which presents six major themes. The representations were: i) the toy store is a mean to obtain stimuli that helps in children’s education; (ii) the magical and playful stimuli evoke memories and fantasies; (iii) time and money are important resources at the time of purchase; (iv) the sought toy is the one that awakens the child's desire; (v) the offered variety is important to support choice; and (vi) the feeling of doing a good buy is a desired factor. Most depictions show subtopics, which are spin-offs from the main representation in order to give a more specific meaning to the set of elements that compose it.
The toy store is, to the interviewees, an entertainment, imagination and fun venue. When asked about the meaning of the store, many of them preferred the description of the toy’s meaning, because, after all, the toy store is a playhouse. Toys have a very special role in people's lives and, therefore, the toy store is seen with a playful and special place, as described by the shopper 4: "Buying a toy ... reminds me magic, dream, think it's buying fun". The shopper 13 adds: "The Toy Store is a place where fun is found, for both adults and children."

According to reports of the mothers interviewed (shoppers), once they enter the store, they consider the buying process fun for being involved with the environment. Many said going to the mall is necessarily obligated to go to toy stores, and those in a hurry avoid passing in the hallway, but many children insist on visiting in the very moment of the entrance into the mall. For some mothers, to enter the toy store means buying, but for others this association does not always occur, because the store is also seen as an entertainment venue for children. Therefore, the role of toy shop for mothers is marked by extremes. On the one hand, the toy store is seen as an entertainment venue where mothers choose to take their children to spend a pleasant time, not tying the trip to the store to the need of products purchase, characterized as a essentially hedonic shopping trip. On the other hand, some mothers have a big fear in taking children to toy stores and so prefer going alone, because they believe they will face embarrassing situations with a child who asks everything. There is also a significant difference in shopping behavior when shoppers are accompanied or
unaccompanied by their children. On this, the shopper 14 describes: "if i'm alone, it is a job, a must (however i have pleasure), but if i'm with him (son), it is great fun." but there are those who disagree and say exactly the opposite. It was noted that, in general, children are the great motivators of purchase and, often, those who choose leave mothers with a final approval role.

The negative aspects mentioned in interviews about the store usually revolved around: qualification and amount of the team of attendants, assortment, lack of space to move around, mess in the store, high accumulation of people on special dates such as christmas, but mainly lack of communication in product price.

In general, the toy store is seen as a place of entertainment, fun and imagination so the main associations made are positive. The physical stores are the preferred for shopping toys, and shoppers seek online stores only if they want something specific and hard to find in a physical store, because they like to touch and see the physical product before purchasing.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The mapping of value formative elements made possible to see the positive exchange relation in the cost-benefit equation under the perspective of the person responsible for purchasing, i.e. The shopper. In the present study case, the shopper is the mother who has often different goals of the consumer, which in this case is predominantly the child. The consumer has a large influence on the time of purchase, whether present or not. The great shopper expectations is the satisfaction of the child, awakening her desire. Moreover, the search for something that aids in the formation and development of consumers (children) proved to be a priority in the selection process. That is, consumer interest (child) occurring together with the interest of the shopper, which in this case is the mother concerned about the child's educational process.

Through exploratory research, we can observe both the importance of recreation shopping mission as those powered by task within the researched retail profile. The research revealed that shoppers often have little clarity about what will be purchased, beginning a process of search and inspiration and want to be seduced in store for magic stimuli, atmosphere referring to fantasy and remembering childhood. That many shoppers also seek the store as a kind of recreation for their children, a form of entertainment, which does not necessarily result in a buying process. Thus, we see a large occurrence of shoppers recreational (KALTACHEVA; WEITZ, 2006; BELLENGER; KORGAONKAR, 1980) who feel pleasure in the buying act and who want more than just saving time and money because they engage themselves in a not planned shopping and are interested in
finding information. On the other hand, there are those who avoid taking their children to the shops, for even if they become involved with the environment, they seek a more practical aspect, aimed to solve a task, usually gift purchasing. This task is motivated by a search for confidence in the selection process, as well as to save time and money resources.

Soars (2009) states that the shoppers, often have a rational reason to make their purchases, but the subconscious emotions play an important role, which was confirmed in this study. The importance of hedonic experience was evident mainly by the appreciation of magical and playful stimuli in the shopping environment, but it was also made present in other representations that value imagination and the playfulness in store. That is, the playful retail, or toy retail, can have an even larger space within the development of experiential strategies, as well as other retail profiles. Based on the results of the study, it is concluded that in order to create value for the customer, it is essential to have a positive equation between the delivery of benefits and costs involved. The main benefits and costs are shown in figure 5. Retail should seek maximization of all the benefits and minimization of costs involved in the buying process.

\[
\text{VALUE} = \frac{\text{BENEFITS}}{\text{COSTS}}
\]

- Assistance for children’s development
- Magical and playful atmosphere that awakens memories and fantasies
- Toys and stimulate the child’s desire
- Different options and freedom of choice
- Security in the choice (information support)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{BENEFITS} & = \text{Maximize} \\
\text{COSTS} & = \text{Minimize} \\
\end{align*}
\]

- Money
- Time
- Effort / Energy
- Emotional costs

Figure 5 - value representation in the toy shopping experience
Source: Representation Proposed By The Authors.

Stimulated environments to an experience where hedonic values are sought indicate having less dependence on low prices and promotions, as experience in purchase is composed by the delivery of the product, which is not formed only by the good (toy), but also for the service provided by retail. The results suggest the experiential value created by the stores influences the time of purchase and the pleasure the shopper feels during this process. Woodruff (1997) states that once it is understood what the target customer values, the retail can prioritize the various value dimensions identified, and reflect about how they act.
toward those elements. This should go through a reflection on how retail do to listen to their customers for real, or only listen when there are complaints.

Backstrom and Johansson (2006) pointed out that retailers are increasingly using advanced techniques to create engaging experiences for their customers in the stores, but the representation obtained by consumers shows that their experiences at the store, largely consist of traditional values, such as personal behavior, a satisfying selection of products and layout that facilitates movement within the store. the present study supports this point, since one of the greatest identified opportunities concerns worked assortment, communication / information in the store and sales staff, basic aspects of store management that are still being criticized by the target audience goer.

It is considered that this study provides a new perspective on how to get the value representations within a given retail profile because the methodology used in retail, although exploratory, proved to be very useful to obtain a holistic view on the value perception in shopping experience. the term customer value often is used in a very general way, and the understanding of the elements that compose it brings a wealth tangibilization in this concept so important to the area marketing.

5 STUDY LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Because it is a qualitative research, the main limitation is a result of non-representation and consequently impossibility of the results generalization because of the public profile chosen, region and retail type. The second limitation is due to the restricted panel of interviewed people, due to the fact the laddering technique includes lengthy interviews, increasing the coverage difficulty. On the other hand, the large amount of detail obtained by the method proved to be efficient for the purpose of this research. Some issues from this research, which can be verified in future studies are: How retailers can develop in store aspects valued by their customers? What retailers are doing to deliver shopping experiences of greater value for customers? What are the key attributes in a hedonic purchase versus utilitarian? Do the customer value in retail depends on the segment in which it operates? What are the values that lead to impulse buying? The customer value in retail is still a relatively unexplored subject; it has a big unexplored space for additional contributions, leaving more complete the focused marketing literature in the sector.
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